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Technical specifications

12Vdc or 24Vdc

-20 ÷ +70 °C

350mA (7.5A fuse protected)

IP65

Power supply

Working temperature range

Current absorption

Ingress protection rating

Features

-

The PDI electronic card is equipped by:
- power supply 12V or 24V
- 12 analog inpusts 4¸20mA
23 digital inputs

- canbus 250 kBit/s (CAN 2.0B)
- RS232 serial port
- 3 status LEDs.

The electronic card includes a two-digit display helpful for
monitoring the working state and for troubleshooting the
anomalies.
"POWER" LED, placed under the 7-segments display,
indicates if the electronic card is supplied or not.

"FAULT" LED is lighten when an error occurs on the
analog inputs.
"CAN" LED is lighten when the CAN communication with
SCANRECO radio remote control is present and stable.

Setting
Using the bidirectional RS232 serial port and a special
adapter (supplied separately) to make the electric signals
compatible with the RS232 interface of personal
computers, the electronic card can be configured in
different ways, depending on the system where it is used.
A software interface designed to run under Windows® is
supplied togheter with the serial adapter (SEPSIM
software, used to modify in real time the working

Description
The PDI is an electronic card able to acquire up to 12
analog inputs (4÷20 mA) signals and up to 23 digital input
(0 to 30 V) signals. DPI control unit acquires the input
signals and transmits the processed data on CAN bus
network.

The analog inputs can be configured so to obtain in the
CAN bus output the desired range. In case of damage of
the analog sensor, the card show on the display the
specific error.

Control unit dimensions

Overall dimensions (with connector)

180 x 154 x 39 mm

180 x 190 x 39 mm
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CAN Bus acquisition card for analog and digital inputs
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Connector
for serial programmer

56 pole automotive connector
with locking slide

CAN

- Serial Interface Adapter (AIS) with included "SepSim" software for Windows®.
Code:
This is needed to adjust working parameters or for remote assistance.

PISPB

Drilling interaxis: 162 x 115 mm (fix with 4 x M6 screw)

Overall dimensions

-

PCVF56

56-pin flying female connector kit with crimping terminals, taps and protection cover.
No cable.
Code:

- PDI Control Unit
Code: PSCH622Axxx ("xxx" identifies the version)

Ordering codes
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